abstinence 243
Adam 37, 46, 47, 120, 121, 183
as ambiguous figure 54–5
and Christ 54–6
and original sin 222, 223, 225–6
Adam Wodeham see Wodeham, Adam
Aedred of Rievaulx 20
affection see emotion
affectivity and moral belief 37
Africa, North 14
afterlife 211–12
Albert the Great 6
allegory in exegetical writings 59
altruism 35
ambiguity
and divine illumination 181
in ostensive learning 174–5, 181
in scriptures 69, 96
Ambrose of Milan 1, 10, 11, 118, 195, 234
Amerbach, Johannes 264
amor 97
see also voluntas
angels 93, 103, 104–5
anima (soul) 97
animus (rational soul) 97
Anselm of Canterbury 6, 184, 254–5
anticipation and time 113
approach to A's life 10
Aquinas, Thomas 1, 6, 43, 101 n18, 140, 256
Arcesulus 159, 160, 171
argument, fallacious 69
argument from analogy for other minds see mind: knowledge of other minds Arians 94, 95
Aristotle 5
abstraction 181
"Aristotelians" 256
Nicomachean Ethics 32–3, 216
Physics 106, 109–11
and time 112
on words as signs 204
arrogance (superbia) 29, 46
arts and memory 151–2
assert 26–7, 28, 32–3, 36, 162
and belief 164
astrology 27–8, 50, 68
astronomy 68
atheism 28–9
Augustine, life of
birth 1, 8
background and family 9, 17, 23–482
relationship with mother 20
schooling 17
the young 16–19
conversion and baptism 1, 9–10, 71
ordained priest 2, 19, 59
as preacher and debater 15
as professor 17
chooses celibacy 18
as bishop 2, 15, 49
as judge 16
retires from public career 18–19
mystical experiences 182–3
intellectual vision of God 71–3
dead 2, 8
Augustine
anti-Donatist 13–15
asceticism 16
at Hippo 15–16
the bane of 'Pelagianism' 12
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as biblical commentator 59–62
see also Augustine, works

generosity towards other interpretations
65–4

influence on later medieval period 6
as literary lion 12–13

nature of his philosophy 27

originality of 99

and Plato 51

scrupulosity of 15–16

Augustine, works

most important 11

Adnotationes in Job 59

Confessiones 2, 9, 17, 20–3, 59, 60

meditations on time 109, 112–13, 184

memory 150–7, 179

philosophy of language 186–7, 189

self-presentation in 20–3

and vision of God 73, 81–2

Contra Academicos 159, 160, 171, 208

Contra Julianum opus imperfectum 135

De Academicis 18

De beatitate vitae 207–8

De civitate Dei 13, 217–18, 228, 235–49

De consensus evangelistarum 59–60

De corruptione et gratia 168

De dialectica 190–1, 191, 196–8

De diversis quaestionibus octoginta tribus
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De doctrina christiana 59, 68, 79, 189, 190, 191–3

De dono perseverantiae 31–3, 130, 139

De Genesi ad litteram imperfectius liber 59

De Genesi ad litteram libri duodecim 60, 121, 175, 180, 183

De Genesi contra Manicheos 59

De grammatica 188–9

De graetia Christi et de peccato originali 134

De immortalitate animae 119–20

De libero arbitrio 35, 73–7, 77, 78–9, 130–3, 157, 182

De magistro 1, 173–5, 179, 180, 189–90

De moribus ecclesiae catholicae 36

De musica 120

De natura et origine animae 111

De praedestinatione sanctorum 52–3, 57, 130

De quantitate animae 175, 199–200

De sermone Domini in monte 59

De spiritu et littera 107

De Trinitate

biblical exegesis and theology 92–5

centrality given to love 99–100

historical setting 91–2

language 97–6

memory 150

purposes in writing 91

search for image of Trinity 96–9

self-knowledge 176–7

vision 176

De vera religione 214

Enarrationes in Psalmos 60

Epistolae ad Galatas exposition 59

exegetical practice 60–2

exegetical writings 11, 19–60

In Johannis evangelium tractatus 60

In Johannis epistolam ad Paribus tractatus 60

letters and sermons 2, 23

Locutiones in heptateuchum 60

Quaestiones evangeliorum 59

Quaestiones in heptateuchum 60

Retractationes 10, 17, 48, 120, 121, 130–1, 137, 188, 209

Soliloquies 176, 182

Speculum Scripturae 60

translations 11

see also exegesis as main heading

Augustinianism 258–9, 260–1

Augustinianism

medieval 253–4, 263

post-medieval 267

Augustinians, French 11

Aulus Gellius 111–12

Aurelius (bishop of Carthage) 15, 92

Austin, John 173

authority

mind needs guidance of 18, 66

and nature of Gospels 60

political 237, 240

recognition of credible 30, 37

see also government, human

authors’ intention and veracity 64–5

Averroës 256

Avicenna 156

Baconthrop, John 262

badness 119

baptism 14, 52, 121

Bartholomew of Urbino 261–2

beatitudo (eudaimonia) see ultimate end

‘beginning’ in Genesis 253

argument against absolute 106

Beorhten, use of term 95

Being. God’s inmost nature 81–3
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and desire 35
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as knowledge 164

moral belief and affectivity 37
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blame and praise 222
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Boethius (c. 480–c. 526) 6, 254
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Boniface VII, Pope 259
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Bradwardine, Thomas 260–1
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Buckingham, Thomas 160
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Cain and Abel 236

Calvin, Jean 262

carnal self 31

Carneades 159, 160, 163

Carnegie, Andrew 224

Cardhage 9, 15

Cassiciacum 18, 21, 171

Celestine 116

change, A’s conception of 85, 111

charity (caritas) 67–8, 69–70, 97, 179, 215

and virtue 228, 229

see also love

chastity 29

choice between spirit and flesh 55

Christ see Jesus Christ

Christianity

A’s reconciliation with 74

in Augustine’s life 71, 72–5

Catholic 74

martyrs 246, 248

and the moral decline of Rome 241–2

in North Africa 14

Chrysippus 196, 226

Church and state relationship 6

Cicero, Marcus Tullius 17, 21, 27, 29, 33, 71

Academia 159, 160–1

Augustine and Rome 240–5

De natura deorum 106

De Re Publica 241

and foreknowledge 30

Hortensius 159

citizenship 242

City of God 6, 35, 316–7

Clark, Mary T. 3

cognition

intellectual 4, 5

mechanisms of 164–7

cognitive certainty theory 159, 162–3

commentaries, biblical 3

commentaries of fourteenth century 262

commitment, moral demand for 35

commonwealth, definition of 243

communication, human 3

communion of saints 248

community, the only true 218

companionship, human craving for 216

comparabilism 125–6, 129, 131, 134

concentration (attentio) 165–6

concupiscence 55, 17

Consensus 37

Constantius II, emperor 8

consubstantiability 95–6

contradiction, law of 163

conversion see Augustine, life: conversion and baptism

conversion, importance of Christian 229

corruption and mutability 44

cosmology 83–4

Courcelle, Pierre 22

Courtenay, William 260

creation

and cosmological monism 84

created things 105

everything possible created 107–9

ex nihilo 41–2, 59, 61, 103

God’s activity before creation of world 105–7

structure of created world 204–5

and time 103–5

Creationism 121, 122

credibilita (facts to be believed) 29

cupidity 67

curiosity and pursuit of knowledge 66

death and dying 111–13, 210, 211

see also immortality of soul

deductions, validity of 165

Delphi Oracle 97

deonology 212, 270

Descartes, René 7, 163, 172–3, 167–71, 274
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| desire | 28–34, 47, 174 |
| first-order and second-order | 226–8, 114, 136 |
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| sinful | 45, 54 |
| Devil | 46, 47, 95 |
| dialectic | 195–9 |
| dicéide (lektos) | 196–9 |
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| facts to be believed | see credibilia |
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| as communication with God | 97 |
| and grace | 136–9 |
| and memory | 156–7 |
| and reason | 26–7, 37; see also belief |
| fallacy | 69 |
| family, love of one’s | 214, 216 |
| fear and love of God, tension between | 219–20 |
| Ficino, Marsilio | 262 |
| first cause | 145–97 |
| Fitzralph, Richard | 262 |
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**De libero arbitrio** 130–3
freedom and divisions in 127–9
and grace 130–3
hierarchical accounts of free will and freedom 126–7
possibilities as regards grace 140–1
post-Fall 131–2, 133
smoking analogy 127–8, 129–30, 136, 144–5

notion of God’s power

nature of

intelligibility

meaning of the word

and creation

choice and omnipotence

Being: God’s inmost nature

when it is not free

voluntarism

smoking analogy

grace and human free will

and history

good and evil, general idea of

freedom and predestination 56, 108–9
Frege, Gottlob 186, 176
future time see tenses

Generality Constraint 202–3
generosity towards other interpretations, A’s 63–4
Genesis, ambiguity of 64
Gerson, Jean 262
Gibbon, Edward 8
Giles of Rome 219
Gilson, Etienne 121, 157–8 nn2, 3

God

A’s conception of 40
A’s intellectual ascent to 75–8, 82
as atemporal creator of temporal creation 3, 112
attributes 4, 71
Being: God’s inmost nature 81–3
choice and omnipotence 109
and creation see creation
existence of 26–9, 182
fear of 219–20
grace and human free will 136–41
and happiness 134
and history 243–6
illumination of human mind 149–50, 180–3
immutability of 41, 73, 85, 104
incorporeal nature of 41, 75
influences on A’s understanding of 72–3
intellectual vision of 71–3
intelligibility 104
knowledge of 182–3
known by reason alone 26
and love 5–6, 31, 37
meaning of the word 97
“missions” or sendings of God 93–4
nature of 2, 3, 72–3, 76
notion of God’s power 128
proof of existence 78–81
and redemption 49
relationship with creatures 65

simplicity of 44
sovereignty of 41
supremacy of 78–81, 82
as that which truly is 83
as Trinity 92–3
will in creating 42–3, 108
the word “God” (deus) 79
works of 107

God the Son 65, 91, 94, 104
see also Jesus Christ

good

of present life 211–12
the supreme (Summum Bonum) 205, 216, 248

good and evil, general idea of 34

goodness

of created world 43
of creatures 43–4
degrees of 44
evil as absence of 44
God as highest good 79, 105
good of the whole 45

nature of 3

pride in own 69–70
Gospels and authority 32
government, human 6, 237–40
grace 31, 99, 261
divine 3, 41, 249
and faith 136–9
and free will 131, 133, 134, 225–6
human ability to reject grace 139–41
and predestination 20–1, 54
grammar 188–9, 194–5

see also dialectic

Great Chain of Being, The (Lovejoy) 108
Greek language 68
Gregory of Rimini 260, 261
Grotius, Hugo 7, 270

habit as enemy of virtue 229
Hadrumetum (North Africa) 51
Hale Selsass, emperor 8
happiness 5, 150, 153–4, 160–1
morality and immortality 209–12
and Speech—Thought Isomorphism 203
supreme good 205, 216
as ultimate end 206–9
“Heap” argument see Sorites

heaven 62, 104
heaven of heaven 62, 63, 114 nn16
Hebrew language 68
hell 56, 212, 219
Henry of Ghent 258
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heredity and human frailty 225
Herophilus (Alexandrian physician) 164
hierarchy of natures 75–8
Hilary of Poitiers 254
Hippocrates 9, 9, 14–16
history, God’s action in 245
Hirailingen, Johannes 261
Hobbes, Thomas 218
Holcot, Robert 260
Holy Spirit 93–4, 96, 157
Homoeans see homoousion see consubstantiality
Honoratus 27
Honorius Augustodunensis 254, 255
Hugh of St Victor 255
Hugolin of Oriveto 261
human reasoning and relation to religious belief 2
Humanism 262
humanity
link with God 96
perfect 50
shared and flawed 223–6
Husserl, Edmund 133
hypostasis 96
see also substance
ideas 104
ignorance 47, 132, 134
eloquence analogy 48
illumination, divine 5, 32, 180–3, 257
images essential to memory 149
imagination 98
immortality of soul 222, 256
and happiness 209–10
immutability 42, 75, 84–5
incarnation of Christ 50, 56–7, 94–5
incorporeality 41, 75, 77
of intelligible objects 77
independence of intelligible objects 76
(ontological) and necessity 83
indications see words: as signs
infinitum and original sin 47
intelligence, artificial 222–3
intelligibility, divine 204
intelligible objects, characteristics of 76–7
isomorphism of speech and thought 201–4
James of Viterbo 259
Jerome 12–13, 118, 227
Jesus Christ 50, 54–6, 210, 217
see also God the Son
John Cassian 51
John Duns Scotus see Duns Scotus
John Scotus Eriugena 6, 254, 275
judgment, suspension of 161
judgment-making capacity 35
Julian of Eclanum 12, 23, 52, 224
justice 6, 45, 54, 135, 240–1, 242, 244
Kahn, C. K. 34
Kant, Immanuel 35, 183–6, 222
Kent, Bonnie 5
Kirwan, Christopher 3, 160, 161
Klenk, Johannes 261
knowledge
a priori 184–5
and belief 164
and curiosity 66
divine 3
divine illumination 5, 32, 180–3
of eternal truths 179–80
of God 182–3
“inner” 173
integrity of God’s 50
perceptual 5
and philosophical understanding 183–5
of the self 97–8
of the soul 116
and storehouse of memory 157
subjective 28
time of 5
for translation and understanding 68–9
wanting to know 28, 116
see also belief, self-knowledge, skepticism;
Zeno of Citium
Knuutila, Simo 3–4
language
acquisition 5, 173–5, 187, 189
A’s philosophy of 64, 186, 195, 276–8
Augustinian picture 186–9
inner words 199–201
isomorphism of speech and thought 201–4
purpose of 189–91
Stoic dialectic 195–9
Trinitarianism 97–6
words as signs 191–5
see also words
Last Judgment 219–20
“late antiquity” 8
Latin, A’s 12
Le Blond, Jean-Marie 51
learning, language and 173–5
Leibniz, Gottfried Wilhelm 7, 107, 272–4
lektas (sayables) see dicible
libertarianism 115–6, 127–9, 135
complications of 129–30
modified 226, 128, 132, 135
life in hierarchy of natures 75
limitation of prior beliefs required for understanding 31
living, art of 205–6
logic 206
Lombard, Peter see Peter Lombard
love centrality in Trinitarian life 99–100
and desire 57
and duty 35
of family 214
of God 5–6, 36, 37, 67, 212–17, 218
God as 31
and Holy Spirit 157
“loves” for use and for enjoyment 235, 243, 249
of neighbor 67, 212–17, 218
of self 97–9, 216–18
true 218
the two cities and the saeculum 235–7
use of term 213
women superior to men in loving 36
see also amor, dilectio, eros, virtus
Lovejoy, A. O. 108
Lucifer see Devil
Luther, Martin 262–3
Lying argument 163, 169 n51
MacDonald, Scott 3
Malebranche, Nicolas 7, 271–2, 274
Manichaeanism 1, 2, 9
A’s sojourn with 73–5, 79–80
and A’s vision of God 73
dualism cosmological 83–4
and problem of good and evil 40–1
and sponge metaphor 40
theodicy of 81–2
Mann, William 3
Marcellinus, commissioner 15
Markus, R. A. 228
martyrs, Christian 246, 248
Mary, mother of Jesus Christ 50, 58 n5
Mary Magdalene 36
material objects and evil use 46
mathematics and memory 132
matter before creation 41, 84
doctrine of independent 103
formless 63
Matthews, Gareth 5, 7
measure, number and order 45–4, 110–11
medieval philosophy
and Augustinianism 254–5, 265
early medieval thought 254–5
thirteenth century 253–9
fourteenth century 259–62
fifteenth century 262–3
Melanchthon, Philip 262
memory 4, 20–1, 46, 148
and affections of the mind 132
and Christian faith 156
intellectual remembering 98, 100
and the liberal arts 151–2
and mathematics 154
and mind 179
parable of lost coin 153
and perception 166
Platonic reminiscence 148–50
and time 113, 154–5
and the Trinity 155–7
Menn, Stephen 270
mens (mind, highest level of soul) 97–8
metaphysics 3
Milan 17–18
Milanese circle 118
Mill, John Stuart 7, 274–5
mind
affections of 152, 178
exercise to train 151–2
illumination by God 149–50
knowledge of other minds 178–9, 268,
274–5
mens 97–8
nature of 177–8
philosophy of 4, 97, 168
and sense perception 166–7
miracles 107
missions or sendings from God 93–4
Monica (mother of A) 1, 20, 182
monism, cosmological 83–4
moral character see probaustress
moral philosophy see ethics
moral progress 225, 228
morality
of exegetical theory 66–8
and happiness 209–12
Moses 64–5
motion and time 110–11
mutability 44, 104
see also immutability
mystical experiences, A’s 182–3
Index

Nadler, Steven 272
nature, divine 3
natures, ranking of 3
natures of universe 75–6
Nebridius 28, 92, 149
necessity, hypothetical and absolute 273–4
neighbors see love: of neighbor
Neo-Augustinians 260
Neoplatonism 6, 11, 84, 206
New Academy see Plato: New Academy
Newman, John Henry, Cardinal 23
Newton, Isaac 107
Nicene creed and theology 91–2
number 45–6, 76, 87, 916, 110

objects of pure thought 76
O'Connell, Robert 22–3, 150
O'Daly, Gerald 2, 134
O'Donnell, James J. 2
omnipotence 107–8
order, number, and measure 43–4
Origen 115 n57
original sin 4, 7, 52, 121–2
and ignorance 28
and true love 218
ostensive learning 175–3, 181, 277–8
Oxford Calculators 260
paganism 69, 220, 228, 241–2
Paris, University of 236
Porphyry 41, 106
past time see tenses
Patristic theology see Donatism, Manichaesim;
Pelagianism
Paul the Apostles 206, 210, 223–5
Paulinus of Nola 12, 19
peace, human desire for 239, 240, 244
Pecham, John 126, 157
peev pressure 56–7
Pelagianism 2, 6, 12, 51–2
and Adam 55–6
and free will 134–5, 224–5
and predetermination 51–2
three grave errors of 52
people, A's definition of 243, 244
perception, sense see sense perception
perfection

Philip IV ("the Fair"), king of France 259
philosophy
and knowledge 181–5
medieval see medieval philosophy
moral see ethics
nature of A's 27
political see political philosophy
Plato 30–1, 41
Forms 30, 166–7, 179, 181

Menex 180
Porphyry 111
Symposium 182
Timaeus and creation 41, 42, 43, 103, 105–6
Platonism 3, 4, 11–1, 195
Christianization of 96
New Academy 27, 139–60, 171
reminiscence 248–50, see also memory
and vision of God 72–3, 80
plenitude, principle of 159
pointing in teaching see ostensive learning
political philosophy 6, 234–5, 248–9
A's positivism and realism 243–4
Augustine, Cicero and Rome 240–5
continuing significance of A's thought
248–9
government 257–40
justified violence 245–9
love, the two cities and the saeculum 235–7
property 239–40
slavery 238, 240
Pomponazzi, Pietro 262
popularity among friends, desire for 37
Porphyry 13, 22, 94–5
positivism, Augustine's 243–4
possibility 157
Possidius (bishop of Calama) 10
post-Fall human will 131–2, 133–4
post-medieval Augustinianism 267
power of human will 46
praise and blame 222
prayer 173
predetermination 49–50, 53
A's attempt to win monastic support 51
divine 3
and foreknowledge 50
and grace 50–1
and Jesus Christ 56–7
polemical context 50–4
prejudices of human beings, perspectival 44–5
present time see tenses
presumption and "confession" 31
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pride 46–7, 66–7, 69–70, 94, 236

see also arrogance (superbia)

Proclus 224

probableness (moral character) 33–4

prolepseis (general idea) of good and evil 34

property 6, 239–40

propositions, truth of 163

prostration, ambiguity of 69

punishment and reward 222, 223

see also hell

Pyrrhonists 260, 268

Pythagoras 250

ranking of natures 3

realities, intelligible 66

reality, incorporeal 75

realization, power of 107

reason 2, 46, 120

acting irrationally 34

contrasted with faith 30

discernment as function of 30

intelligible objects higher than 77

and objects of pure thought 76

seem 257–8

reason and faith 26–7, 37

recollection see memory

redemption 39

reflexivity of human higher faculties 126

Reformation scholars 262–3

reincarnation of souls 122

remembering see memory

Renaissance scholars 264

reprobation, As doctrine of 56

see 197–8, 200

responsibility

(God’s) for human rejection of grace 139–41

moral 54, 56, 131, 137, 222

resurrection of the body 122, 210

revelation, need for written 65–6

reward and punishment 222

Riderall, John 262

Rist, John 2, 124

Romans, Paul’s Epistle to 53–4

Rome

Augustine and Cicero 235–7

and the City of God 248

Rupert of Deutz 255

Russell, Bertrand 7, 276, 277

Sabelius 96

Sallust 241

sapientia (true judgments) 98–9, 164

sarc see carnal self

Satan see Devil

scientia 98–9, 164

scripture 66–8

seeing see vision

self-defense 247

self-knowledge 97–8, 176–8

self-restraint 243

semi-Pelagians 51

Seneca, Lucius Annaeus 33, 34

sensation, theory of 5, 165–6

sense perception 4, 98, 165–4, 165–6, 175–6

sense-knowledge 28

Sextus Empiricus 159, 196

Siger of Brabant 246

signification theory 196, 200

see also words: as signs

Simplicianus of Milan 53, 195

simplicity of God 44, 85–6

simultaneity of creation 103, 104, 105

sin 45–6

and effect on our loves 235–6

moral responsibility for 54, 56, 131, 137, 222

see also original sin

skepticism 5, 27, 28, 159–64, 171–3

slavery 6, 238, 240

Socrates 33, 226

soldiers in war 247, 271

Sorites (“Heap”) argument 163, 169 n21

soul 4, 59, 76, 97

abilities 47

concentration of power 165–6

distension of 112

and divine illumination 181

and final judgment 76

image of God in 135

immortality 222, 236

incorporeality of 118–19

knowledge of the 116

mid-rank position of 116–17

number of souls 119

origin of 120–2

powers of 258

pre-existence of 121, 148, 150, 179–80

soul as “breath” 165

status as a creature 117–18

three powers of 221

traducianist view of origin 114 n13

transmigration of souls 122

value of 216

world-soul 119–20

sovereignty of God 41
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Staupitz, Johannes von 262
stenographical records 15, 21
Stoics 5, 35
and assent 32–3
dialectic 197–9
dogmatism 160
paradoxes in views of moral character 227
Stone, M. W. F. 6
Stump, Eleonore 4
substance, use of term 95–6
suffering among animals 103
suicide 210–11
superbia see arrogance
supremacy, divine 78–81, 86
Tagaste 9, 18–19
teaching, human 189–90
temperance 228
temporal future, knowledge of 3
tenses, Augustine’s use of 63, 110–12, 156, 184
Theokos, Roland 4
Theodosius II, emperor 8
theology 3
and biblical exegesis in De Trinitate 92–5
negative or apophatic 95
theurgy 95
Thomas Aquinas see Aquinas
thought and words 200–4
time
As physical conception of 111–13, 184
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